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Abstract— Both broadcast encryption (BE) protocols and multicast key distribution (MKD) protocols try to solve the same problem 

of private group communication. For the first time, we discuss fundamental differences between BE protocols and MKD protocols 

from multiple perspectives, and reveal subtle connections between them. Both efficient BE protocols and MKD protocols are usually 

based on some types of access control structures. Compared with the static access control structures employed by BE protocols, those 

employed by MKD protocols need be updated upon every single change in group membership, and thus are highly dynamic. It has 

been shown that instantiation of a dynamic access control structure that’s based on one-way function (OWF) by using homomorphic 

one-way function (HOWF) helps improve the efficiency of these update operations. In this paper, we introduce two new HOWF-based 

access control structures — Bi-Directional Homomorphic One-way Function Chain (BD-HOFC) and Top-down Homomorphic One-way 

Function Tree (TD-HOFT), and two structure-preserving operations — chain product and tree product. Employing BD-HOFC and 

chain products, we propose a time-based MKD protocol and a user-based MKD protocol. Both protocols overcome the drawbacks with 

their corresponding “non-homomorphic” counterpart. We also introduce an operation called tree blinding for a particular type of 

TD-HOFT called exclusive key tree (EKT). Utilizing tree product and tree blinding operations, we design an MKD protocol called 

EKT+ that improves the original EKT protocol. We give rigorous security proofs for our protocols in a symbolic security model. 

Index Terms—broadcast encryption, multicast key distribution, access control, homomorphic one-way function 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With rapid evolution of Internet, more and more group-oriented applications have been emerging, for instance, IPTV, DVB 

(Digital Video Broadcast), videoconferences, interactive group games, collaborative applications, stock quote streaming, and etc. 

These applications all require a one-to-many or many-to-many group communication mechanism. To achieve private (or secure) 

group communication, two parallel lines of research, commonly referred to as broadcast encryption (BE) and group key 
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establishment, have been established. 

BE originates in [1] and is formally defined in [2]. The setting of BE is that a group controller distributes a fixed set of 

personal keys to each member (who is not allowed to maintain state, i.e., stateless) before sending a broadcast; Later, a sender 

can encrypt the broadcast for an arbitrary subgroup of these members; Any member in this subgroup can use its personal key to 

decrypt the broadcast whereas members outside the subgroup cannot obtain any information about the content even by collusion. 

BE can be broadly subdivided into information-theoretically (unconditionally) secure BE protocols [3],[4],[5],[6],[7], symmetric 

BE protocols [2],[8],[9] which are usually based on symmetric cryptographic primitives (e.g., block cipher) and only allow the 

group controller to send messages to privileged receivers, and public BE [10],[11],[12] which are usually based on asymmetric 

cryptographic primitives (e.g., attribute-based encryption) and allow any entity to play the role of the sender. 

Providing security services for group communication such as traffic integrity, authentication, and confidentiality usually 

requires securely establishing a group key among privileged group members. This problem is called group key establishment in 

the literature. Compared to its two-party counterpart, secure group key establishment in a dynamic group is more challenging. 

Group key establishment may be broadly subdivided into group key exchange/agreement and group key distribution (also called 

multicast key distribution). In group key exchange protocols [13],[14], each group member contributes an equal share to the 

common group key (which is then computed as a function of all members’ contributions). In (centralized) multicast key 

distribution (MKD) protocols, a trusted third party called group key manager (or group controller) is responsible for creating a 

new group key when some change in group membership happens, and securely transferring it to all privileged group members 

over a broadcast channel. Compared to BE protocols, MKD protocols allow every member to maintain state and use previously 

learned keys for decrypting current transmissions. MKD protocols usually aim to solve a more specific problem called immediate 

group rekeying. For security-sensitive commercial applications (e.g. pay-per-view, video-on-demand, and highly classified 

conferences), the key must be changed for every membership change. To prevent a new member from decoding messages 

exchanged before it joined a group, a new key must be distributed for the group when a new member joins. Therefore, the joining 

member is not able to decipher previous messages even if it has recorded earlier messages encrypted with the old key. This 

security requirement is called group backward secrecy. On the other hand, to prevent a departing member from continuing 

access to the group’s communication (if it keeps receiving the messages), the key should be changed as soon as a member leaves. 

Therefore, the departing member will not be able to decipher future group messages encrypted with the new key. This security 

requirement is called group forward secrecy. To provide both group backward secrecy and group forward secrecy, the group key 

must be updated upon every single membership change and distributed to all the authorized members. This process is referred to 

as immediate group rekeying in literature. MKD has been well studied since late 1990s (see [15] for an excellent survey, and 

more recent surveys are available in [16] and [17]). To the best of our knowledge, tree-based MKD protocols are the most 
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efficient ones to date. Immediate group rekeying following these protocols has O(logn) communication complexity, and O(logn) 

computational and storage complexity for users, where n is group size. The first tree-based MKD protocol is Logical Key 

Hierarchies (LKH), which was independently suggested by Wong et al. [18], Wallner et al. [19], and Caronni et al.[20]. Since 

then, variant MKD protocols based on logic key tree [21],[22],[23],[24] have been proposed.  

Both BE protocols and MKD protocols usually rely on some kind of access control structures to control group members’ 

access to group communication or group keys (see Section II for details). Access control structures employed by broadcast 

encryption (BE) protocols are predetermined and static. Whereas access control structures employed by multicast key 

distribution (MKD) protocols are usually dynamic, and need be updated upon every single change in group membership. One of 

the major research topics regarding MKD is to minimize computational and communication overhead of these updating 

operations. It has been shown that updating a HOWF-based dynamic access control structure is much easier than updating its 

“non-homomorphic” counterpart [25]. In this paper, we instantiate two existing types of access control structures — 

bi-directional one-way function chain (BD-OFC) and top-down one-way function tree (TD-OFT) by using homomorphic 

one-way functions to obtain their corresponding homomorphic version, named bi-directional homomorphic one-way function 

chain (BD-HOFC) and top-down homomorphic one-way function tree (TD-HOFT) respectively. We introduce a binary operation 

on HOFCs called chain product and another operation on TD-HOFTs called tree product. Both operations are proved to be 

structure-preserving. Thus, updating a BD-HOFC (resp. a TD-HOFT) can be efficiently achieved by performing a chain product 

(resp. a tree product) of the original structure and its corresponding incremental structure. Utilizing BD-HOFC and chain product 

operations, we design a time-based MKD protocol and a user-based MKD protocol. Both overcome some drawbacks with their 

corresponding “BD-OFC”-based counterpart. We also introduce a structure-preserving operation — tree blinding for a special 

type of TD-HOFT called exclusive key tree (EKT). Utilizing tree product and tree blinding operations, we design a MKD 

protocol called EKT+ that improves the original EKT protocol. In addition, for the first time, we discuss the fundamental 

differences between BE protocols and MKD protocols from multiple perspectives, and reveal subtle connections between them; 

we also introduce a technique called evictee separation, by which an arbitrary BE protocol can be converted into an efficient 

immediate rekeying MKD protocol. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the fundamental differences and subtle connections between 

BE protocols and MKD protocols. In Section III, we make a brief introduction to two useful types of access control structures — 

BD-HOFC and TD-HOFT, and also review some BE and MKD protocols based on them. Section IV introduces two new types 

of HOWF-based structures — HOFC and TD-HOFT, and also introduces two structure-preserving operations respectively 

called chain product and tree product for them. In Section V, we present a time-based MKD protocol and a user-based MKD 

protocol, both based on BD-HOFCs. We also present a user-based MKD protocol called EKT+ based on TD-HOFTs, which 
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improves the original EKT protocol. Section VI gives rigorous security proofs for our protocols in a symbolic security model. 

Section VII concludes this paper and gives some topics for future research. 

II. DIFFERENCES AND CONNECTIONS BETWEEN BE PROTOCOLS AND MKD PROTOCOLS 

In this section, we discuss fundamental differences between BE protocols and MKD protocols from multiple perspectives, and 

also reveal subtle connections between BE protocols and MKD protocols by showing that a BE protocol can be converted into a 

MKD protocol, and vice versa. 

A. Fundamental Differences between BE Protocols and MKD Protocols 

There are some confusions with respect to the relationship between BE and MKD in the literature. Many researchers think that 

BE encompasses MKD. In fact, although both BE and MKD have the same goal of achieving private group communications, 

differences between them are remarkable. We discuss these differences from the following perspectives: 

1) Stateless vs. stateful setting 

One of the most distinctive settings for BE protocols is the so-called stateless receivers, i.e., they are not allowed to maintain 

any internal state during the group’s lifetime. Personal keys are given to registered receivers or reserved for prospective receivers 

in a setup phase. These personal keys remain unchanged thereafter. On the contrary, receivers in MKD protocols are usually 

assumed to be stateful, in the sense that they must remain online and update their internal states while they are attached to the 

group. A successful decipher of current group key depends on successfully receiving all (or part) of past rekey messages. If a 

receiver happens to be off-line when a group rekeying operation occurs, or current rekey message was lost due to a network 

failure, the receiver will not be able to successfully decipher any future rekey messages. Like other researchers [26],[27], we use 

this very characteristic to distinguish BE protocols from MKD protocols. 

2) Static vs. dynamic access control structures 

For most BE protocols, assignment of personal keys to prospective users during the setup phase is usually based on some kind 

of pre-specified access control structures. Typical access control structures employed by BE protocols are tree-based subset 

cover [8], [9], flat table [28],[12],[29], polynomial interpolation [1],[30],[31],[32], top-down one-way function tree [2], Chinese 

remainder theorem [33],[34], and bi-directional hash chains [35]. In the setting of statelessness, these pre-specified access 

control structures must remain unchanged irrespective of group dynamics. Therefore, we say they are static. Shares or nodes (i.e., 

personal keys) associated with these access control structures cannot be reassigned to other users even if their holder has left the 

group; otherwise group backward secrecy would be violated. Actually, these static access control structures define the set of 

prospective privileged users, and therefore the group size, both of which cannot be changed. Only those in the defined set are 

eligible to be a privileged user. No other users are allowed to join the group later. 
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For MKD protocols, assignment of personal keys to a joining user is on-the-fly, and based on some kind of dynamically- 

changing access control structures. Typical access control structures employed by MKD protocols are logic key hierarchy 

[18],[19],[20],[24],[23],[21], bottom-up one-way function tree [22],[25], flat table [24],[36], bi-directional hash chains (see the 

second protocol in Section V-A), and top-down one-way function tree [37]. When a user joins the group, the group controller 

must first create a new node for it or assign it an existing node on the access control structure, then update relevant keys before 

assigning them to the joining member to ensure group backward secrecy,. The access control structure and thus the group size 

(actually corresponding to the current number of leaf nodes on the access control structure) is expanded due to accomodating a 

new member. When a user leaves the group, the group controller must delete its associated node or break its association to a 

node on the access control structure, then update those keys held by the evictee to ensure group forward secrecy. The access 

control structure and thus the group size shrinks due to evicting a member. In a word, the access control structure and the group 

size keep changing as member leaves or joins. Therefore, we say they are dynamic. 

3) Advantage in multiple revocations vs. single revocation 

In BE protocols, due to the static access control structure, when a user leaves, its secret information will not get updated and 

will be used again. To ensure group forward secrecy, the group controller must encrypt the broadcast to ensure all revoked 

members unable to decrypt the broadcast cipher. On the contrary, in MKD protocols, due to the dynamic access control structure, 

when a user gets revoked, its secret information will not be used again and whoever holds the same piece of the information will 

get updated. Thus, the group controller only needs to revoke the currently-leaving users using the leave rekeying algorithm. 

Hence, MKD protocols are more efficient in handling single revocation than BE protocols. For instance, for a group of size n, 

immediate group rekeying following tree-based group rekeying protocols like [18],[19] requires encryption and transmission of 

2logn keys at most. Whereas, when a member leaves after n/2-1 members have already been revoked before, immediate group 

rekeying following BE protocols like subset difference (SD) protocol [8], LSD protocol [9], and flat table-based protocols [28], 

[12], [29] requires encryption and transmission of n/2 keys in the worst case. 

On the other hand, because the access control structure needs not be updated when a member leaves the group, BE protocols 

are more efficient in collectively revoking a large number of users than most MKD protocols [38]. For instance, for a group of 

size n, collective revocation of R members following SD protocol or LSD protocol requires transmission of 2R-1 encrypted keys 

at most. Whereas, collective revocation of R members following one of the most communication-efficient MKD protocols — 

the One-way Function Tree (OFT) scheme [22] requires transmission of 3R+Rlog (n/R) encrypted keys at most. 

B. Connections between BE Protocols and MKD Protocols 

Let us first introduce two concepts given by Fiat and Naor [2] that will be used throughout the rest of this paper. Denote by U 
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the set of all receivers. A broadcast scheme is called resilient to a set SU, if for every subset TU\S, no eavesdropper that has 

all secrets associated with members of S, can obtain “knowledge” of the secret common to T. A scheme is called k-resilient if it 

is resilient to any set SU of size k. 

As discussed above, immediate group rekeying using BE protocols would be inefficient. In the following, we demonstrate that 

an arbitrary BE protocol can be used in conjunction with a symmetric-key encryption algorithm to construct an efficient 

immediate group rekeying protocol by using a simple but useful technique called evictee separation. Vice versa, a MKD protocol 

can be converted into a BE protocol in a straightforward way. 

Claim 1 — Suppose that there is a secure unicast channel between every user and the group controller, then an arbitrary BE 

protocol can be used in conjunction with a symmetric-key encryption algorithm to construct a 1-resilient MKD protocol. 

Proof: Given a BE protocol P1. We use P1 in conjunction with a symmetric-key encryption algorithm denoted by SEK(m) to 

construct an immediate group rekeying MKD protocol P2. The encryption algorithm of P1 is denoted by BES(m) to indicate that 

only user uiS can decrypt the cipher. Join rekeying algorithm of P2 is constructed simply as follows. When ui joins the group, 

the group controller sends ui a new group key GK’ and an unassigned personal key over a secure unicast channel. For the 

remaining members, the group controller just broadcasts the new group key GK’ encrypted under the current group key GK using 

the symmetric key encryption algorithm, i.e., SEGK(GK’). Now we construct the leave rekeying algorithm of P2. We denote the 

set containing all initially-joining members by S, and the first group key GK0. Consider a series of revocation events 

corresponding to a revocation list {u1,…, um}. Without loss of generality, we suppose there is no other change in membership 

happened between ui-1’s leave and ui’s leave (i =2,…, m). When ui leaves, the group controller broadcasts a rekey message 

  
1 { }  (  2, , )

i iGK S u iSE BE GK i m
    . Note that although the former evictee ui-1 can decrypt the inner encryption 

   
iS iuBE GK , it cannot decrypt the outer encryption because GKi-1 is unknown to ui-1. In a word, when ui leaves the group, 

since the group key GKi-1 is unknown to all former evictees u1, … , ui-1 except evictee ui, we can use current group key GKi-1 as 

an outer encryption key for protecting the new group key GKi so as to separate current evictee ui from all the former evictees 

u1,…, ui-1 in the sense that no evictees except ui can destroy the outer protection. Furthermore, using broadcast encryption 

algorithm    
iS iuBE GK  instead of  

1{ , , }iS u u iBE GK   as the inner encryption can just prevent ui from accessing GKi. That is 

why we call this technique evictee separation. The communication complexity of every rekey message in P2 depends on that of 

the broadcast encryption algorithm of P1 in case of revoking a single user. Because current group key is used to encrypt the next 

rekey message in both join rekeying and leave rekeying, every receiver needs to record the current group key for decrypting the 

next rekey message. Therefore, P2 is stateful, and thus belongs to the category of MKD protocols.      
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Remark 1: If we choose a BE protocol, for example [8], [9], as the leave group rekeying algorithm to handle immediate 

revocations straightforwardly, the communication complexity of the m-th rekey message would be O(m) encrypted keys instead 

of O(1). 

Remark 2: Although P2 is secure against single-user attacks, a coalition of a pair of evictees would compromise its security. 

For example, colluding with ui-1, evictee ui can first decrypt the outer encryption of the rekey message   
1 { }i iGK S u iSE BE GK
   

to get  { }iS u iBE GK , then transfer it to ui-1 who can decrypt it to get GKi. That is why we say P2 is 1-resilient. 

Remark 3: See some applications of the evictee separation technique in the following section. 

Claim 2 — An arbitrary MKD protocol can be converted to a BE protocol. 

Proof: For an arbitrary MKD protocol P1, simply include with each current rekey message the entire past rekey messages. 

Thus, each receiver can extract the current group key from one single aggregated rekey message with no need for keeping any 

internal states. Hence, the converted P1 is a BE protocol.               

Remark 4: Above conversion is of theoretical value only, because it will cause huge communication overhead for the resulting 

BE protocol.   

III. 1-RESILIENT ACCESS CONTROL STRUCTURES 

Access to group keys can be controlled through two methods — the user-based one [18],[19],[22],[23],[20],[24] and the 

time-based one [39],[40]. The former is more intuitive and traditional. A current group key should be only accessible to current 

legitimate members (or users), which is achieved by performing group rekeying upon every membership change. On the other 

hand, if every user’s departure time can be predetermined at the time of join, the group controller can divide the group’s lifetime 

into time slots and for every time slot, generate a unique group key that is used to encrypt application data transmitted during that 

period. When a new member joins the group, it will be provided with those group keys corresponding to the predetermined 

duration over which it will stay attached to the group. As contrasted to traditional user-based MKD protocols, group rekeying 

following this way is automatic (i.e., irrespective of membership dynamics), stateless, and requires transmitting no rekey 

message. These merits are collectively referred to as zero side-effect by Briscoe [39]. However, there are two inherent drawbacks 

with time-based MKD protocols: (1) it is hard to prevent collusion attacks; (2) it is hard to handle premature evictions without 

utilizing user-based MKD protocols. 

Below, we introduce two useful types of access control structures, respectively called Bi-directional One-way Function Chain 

(BD-OFC) and Top-down One-way Function Tree (TD-OFT). Both have been used to construct BE protocols, time-based MKD 

protocols, and user-based MKD protocols. 
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A. BD-OFC 

Briscoe [39] proposed a new type of access control 

structure named bi-directional hash chain (BHC) that is 

derived by using one-way hash functions. Generally, we 

call the same structure derived by using one-way 

functions Bi-directional One-way Function Chain 

(BD-OFC). Referring to Figure 1, BD-OFC (or BHC) is composed of two one-way function chains: forward chain and backward 

chain. Both chains are derived respectively from two different initial seeds v0,0 and v0,1 by repeatedly applying a one-way 

function h. That is, the (i+1)-th intermediate seed vi+1,B is computed as vi+1,B=h(vi,B) (i=0,…,n; B=0, 1). Basing on BHC, Briscoe 

constructed a time-based MKD protocol (see Figure 1) which allows different portions of a key sequence to be reconstructed 

from combinations of two intermediate seeds. Suppose that we want to restrict a new member to a contiguous key sequence 

ranged from Ki to Kj it has paid for, the key server only needs to supply it with two intermediate seeds vi,0 and vn-j,1 when it joins 

the group. With these seeds, the joining member can derive the key sequence from Ki to Kj by itself. However, any member 

cannot be granted access to multiple disjoint key sequences within the same key sequence. Otherwise, this protocol is not secure 

even in the presence of a single user. For example, if we want to grant a member access to two disjointed key sequences, one 

from Ki to Kj and the other from Kk to Kh, it will be supplied with intermediate seeds vi,0 and vn-j,1 as well as vk,0 and vn-h,1 

according to the protocol. Thus with these seeds, the longest possible key sequence that this member is able to derive is the one 

from Ki straight to Kh which includes an unauthorized sub-sequence from Kj+1 to 

Kk-1. Due to a similar reason, a previously evicted member is disallowed to rejoin 

a group. Also for a similar reason, collusion between an arbitrary pair of users 

would also compromise the security of this MKD protocol. 

 Fan et al. [41] proposed a 1-resilient user-based MKD protocol called linear 

ordering of receivers (LORE). We first introduce its key assignment algorithm 

based on BHC. Let N denote the total number of prospective receivers. Suppose 

that the entire receivers are already linearly ordered by their IDs, i.e., ui < ui+1 (i =1,…, N-1). Each receiver ui holds a set of 

forward keys, denoted by FSet(ui), and a set of backward keys, denoted by BSet(ui). Both kinds of keys are collectively called 

control keys. As illustrated in Figure 2, for receiver ui with rank i, we have FSet(ui) = {fk | i  k  N} and BSet(ui) = {bk | 1 k  i}. 

The effect of such control key assignment is that for any forward key fi, it is known only to receivers with rank no more than i, i.e, 

{uk | 1 k  i}, and for any backward key bi, it is known only to receivers with rank no less than i, i.e., {uk | i  k  N }. Now we 

introduce the group rekeying algorithms of LORE. When ui joins the group, the group controller sends ui a new group key GK’ 

Fig. 1 Time-Based MKD Using BHC 

Fig. 2 Assignment of Control Keys in LORE 
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and two control keys (fi and bi) over a secure unicast channel. For the remaining members, the group controller simply broadcasts 

the new group key GK’ encrypted under the current group key GK. When receiver ui leaves the group, the group controller sends 

remaining members by multicast the following double-encrypted rekey message: 

{ }{ } { }{ }
1 1

 (  ),  (  1)
i if bGK GK

GK if i N GK if i
- +

¢ ¢< > . 

According to the assignment of control keys, all current members except ui can extract the new group key GK’ after double 

decryption. Similar to Briscoe’s time-based MKD protocol, a coalition of an arbitrary pair of receivers ui and uj (i<j) could 

compromise group forward secrecy of LORE. Colluding with uj, receiver ui can exchange its forward key fi for uj’s backward key 

bj. Thus, when receiver ui (resp. uj) leaves the group, it can use bj (resp. fi) to derive bi+1 (resp. fj-1), and then obtain the new group 

key by double decrypting the second (resp. first) part of the rekey message. For the same reason, a rejoining member is not 

allowed to be assigned a new user ID (rank). In addition, unlike traditional MKD protocols, the access control structure — BHC 

employed by LORE is static instead of dynamic. Thus it inherits the same drawbacks with BE protocols as discussed in Section 

II. For example, when a member leaves, although its associated rank becomes free, it still cannot be reassigned to other users. 

This leads to a much longer BHC. 

Basing on BHC and the same control key assignment algorithm as LORE, Micciancio and Panjwani [35] proposed a 

1-resilient broadcast encryption protocol. LORE can be regarded as being converted from this BE protocol through the evictee 

separation technique given in Section II-B. 

B. TD-OFT 

Fiat and Naor [2] proposed an access control structure as illustrated in Figure 3 to 

help design a 1-resilient BE protocol. For convenience, we call it top-down one-way 

function tree (TD-OFT) to discriminate it from the bottom-up one-way function tree 

suggested by Sherman et al. [22]. Denote by fL and fR two different one-way functions 

respectively. Let intermediate seeds Si+1,2j and Si+1,2j+1 respectively represent the left 

child and the right child of seed Si,j. A TD-OFT is a balance binary tree which is derived 

from a single root seed S0,0 in a top-down manner such that Si+1,2j= fL(Si,j), Si+1,2j+1= fR(Si,j) (i=0,1,…). Each leaf node can be 

associated with a user ui (in a BE protocol or a user-based MKD protocol) or be used directly as a group key Ki (in a time-based 

MKD protocol). The algorithm of assigning seeds to users is simply as follows. Every user ui gets all the seeds (known as 

exclusive keys in [37]) except those on its path to the root. To meet this goal ui is supplied with all seeds associated with the 

siblings of the nodes on its path to the root by the group controller during the setup phase. For example, user u2 associated with 

S3,2 is supplied with S3,3, S2,0, and S1,1. Given these seeds, u2 can compute all the seeds except those on its path to the root, i.e., S3,2, 

Fig. 3 TD-OFT 
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S2,1, S1,0, and S0,0. Now suppose the group controller wants to send a new group key K to a privileged set of users excluding {u2, 

u4, u5}. It simply broadcasts K encrypted under S3,2S3,4 S3,5 or S3,2S2,2 , where ‘’ represents the exclusive-or operation. 

Kim et al. [37] proposed a 1-resilient MKD protocol whose personal key assignment is similar to above, except that instead of 

using traditional one-way functions to construct a TD-OFT, they chose to use homomorphic one-way functions (refer to Section 

V for details) to facilitate updating the whole TD-OFT when a member leaves or joins the group. For convenience, we call their 

protocol the exclusive key tree (EKT) protocol. Contrary to the static TD-OFT used by the above 1-resilient BE protocol, 

TD-OFT used by the EKT protocol is dynamic. The leave rekeying algorithm of the EKT+ protocol (Refer to Section V) is much 

similar to that of the EKT protocol, therefore we omit it here. Its join rekeying algorithm is similar to that of LORE except that 

the whole TD-OFT must be updated and a root incremental seed used to update TD-OFT is also encrypted in a rekey message 

besides the new group key. 

Both Fiat and Naor’s BE protocol and the EKT protocol are 1-resilient because a coalition of an arbitrary pair of users would 

compromise their security. The collusion attack is similar to that on the EKT+ protocol (refer to Section V-C for details).  

We can convert Fiat and Naor’s 1-resilient BE protocol into a 1-resilient MKD protocol by using the evictee separation 

technique given in Section II. Unlike the EKT protocol, the converted MKD protocol will have a static access control structure, 

and thus inherit the same drawbacks with BE protocols as discussed in Section II. On the other hand, since one-way hash 

functions (e.g., MD5 [42] and SHA-1 [43]) can be used, the converted MKD protocol will be more computationally efficient 

than the EKT protocol that uses computationally-intensive homomorphic one-way functions. 

In [39], Briscoe proposed another time-based MKD protocol based on TD-OFT (known as Binary Hash Tree (BHT) in [39]). 

This protocol overcomes the first two problems with Briscoe’s former BHC-based MKD protocol discussed in last section. 

Therefore, it is 1-resilient unlike the BHC-based one. As illustrated in Figure 3, to restrict a joining user to a key sequence from 

K2 to K6, the group controller only needs to supply it with three seeds, S2,1, S2,2, and S3,6. 

Remark 5: In fact, all above protocols based on either BD-OFC or TD-OFT are 1-resilient because the problem of collusion 

between an arbitrary pair of users is inherent with these access control structures. From this perspective, it is reasonable to regard 

both BD-OFC and TD-OFT as 1-resilient access control structures. 

IV. HOMOMORPHIC INSTANTIATIONS OF OFC AND TD-OFT 

In this section, we instantiate one-way function chain (OFC) and TD-OFT by using homomorphic one-way functions to obtain 

two new types of access control structures, respectively named homomorphic one-way function chain (HOFC) and top-down 

homomorphic one-way function tree (TD-HOFT). Before we give their formal definitions, let’s review some basic mathematical 

concepts about homomorphism. We use (G, ) to denote a group G in conjunction with its algebraic operation “”. Given two 
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groups (G, ) and (H, ·), a group homomorphism from (G, ) to (H, ·) is a function f : G → H such that for all u and v in G, it 

holds that f(uv) = f(u)·f(v). A self-homomorphism is a group homomorphism that maps a group G to itself. For example, both 

Rabin function [44] and RSA function [45] are self-homomorphic one-way functions (homomorphic one-way permutation for 

short). If every node of a structure is an element of a group G, we say this structure is defined over G.  

A. HOFC 

Definition 1 HOFC — An HOFC of length N defined over a group (G, ) and a homomorphic one-way permutation f is a 

one-way chain that is computed by repeatedly applying f in a forward manner as follows. For an arbitrary node xi in an HOFC X, 

its succeeding node xi+1 = f(xi) (i = 0,…, N-2). 

Definition 2 Chain product — Given two arbitrary HOFCs X and Y, both defined over a group (G, ) and a homomorphic 

one-way permutation f, and both having the same length, a chain product of X and Y, denoted by X  Y, is computed by 

multiplying their corresponding nodes. 

Theorem 1: Given two arbitrary HOFCs X and Y, both defined over a group (G, ) and a homomorphic one-way permutation 

f, and both having the same length N, the result of a chain product X  Y is also an HOFC. 

Proof: Let Z be the result of a chain product of X and Y, i.e., Z = X  Y. We prove for an arbitrary i (0iN-1), zi+1 = f(zi). Then the 

theorem would follow immediately according to Definition 1. In fact, we have zi+1= xi+1yi+1=f(xi) f(yi)=f(xiyi)=f(zi).  

B. TD-HOFT 

In this section, we instantiate TD-OFT by using homomorphic one-way permutations to get an access control structure called 

top-down homomorphic one-way function tree (TD-HOFT). 

Definition 3 TD-HOFT — A TD-HOFT over a group (G, ) and two homomorphic one-way permutations fL and fR is a 

balanced binary tree that is derived using fL and fR in a top-down manner as follows. For an arbitrary node xi in an HOFT X, 

suppose that its left child and right child are denoted by x2i and x2i+1 respectively, and we have x2i = fL(xi) and x2i+1 = fR(xi). 

To be used as an access control structure, TD-HOFT must at least satisfy the following two conditions: (1) its leaf nodes must 

be collision-free; (2) its leaf nodes must be independent (from an arbitrary set of leaf nodes, it is computationally infeasible to 

compute any leaf node outside this set). 

Definition 4 Tree product — Given two arbitrary TD-HOFTs X and Y, both defined over a (G, ) and two homomorphic 

one-way permutations fL and fR, if both X and Y as binary trees have the same depth, a tree product of X and Y, denoted by X  Y, 

is computed by multiplying their corresponding nodes. 
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Theorem 2: Given two arbitrary TD-HOFTs X and Y with the same depth, both defined over a group (G, ) and two 

homomorphic one-way permutations fL and fR, the result of a tree product X  Y is also a TD-HOFT. 

Proof: Let Z = X  Y. For an arbitrary node secret zi  Z, we have z2i=x2iy2i=fL(xi)fL(yi)= fL(xiyi)= fL(zi). For the same reason, 

we have z2i+1 = fR(zi). Thus, Z is a TD-HOFT according to Definition 3.           

Definition 5 Tree blinding — Given an arbitrary TD-HOFT X, a tree blinding of X maps X to another key tree Y, denoted by 

Y=B(X) such that (1) Y is still a TD-HOFT; (2) from any set of nodes of Y, it is computational infeasible to compute any node of 

X. 

Unlike HOFTs [25], a tree blinding operation may not exist for every types of TD-HOFT. But Theorem 3 (refer to Section V-C) 

shows that it does exist for a particular type of TD-HOFT. 

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 show that both chain product and tree product are structure-preserving operations. In Section V, we 

will demonstrate that chain product (resp. tree product) allows us to efficiently update an HOFC (resp. a TD-HOFT) by 

performing a chain product (resp. a tree product) of the original structure and its corresponding incremental structure without 

compromising its structure. A tree blinding operation on a TD-HOFT helps conceal information about its every node without 

using any additional incremental structure and without compromising its structure. 

V. MKD PROTOCOLS BASED ON BI-DIRECTIONAL HOFCS AND TD-HOFTS 

As discussed in Section II, access control structures employed by MKD protocols are usually dynamic. When a member joins 

or leaves the group, the group controller needs to update the employed access control structure (e.g., a logic key tree), and 

transmit updated personal keys to affected group members. Homomorphic instantiation of a OWF-based access control structure 

allows the group controller to achieve these ends simply by performing a tree (chain) product of the original structure and an 

incremental structure, and broadcasting only a few incremental values. 

We can replace the two constituent OFCs of a BD-OFC with two HOFCs to obtain a so-called structure, Bi-directional HOFC 

(BD-HOFC). In the following, we utilize BD-HOFCs to design a time-based MKD protocol and a user-based MKD protocol. 

Each overcomes the drawbacks with its corresponding BHC-based counterpart discussed in Section III. We also utilize 

TD-HOFTs to design a group rekeying protocol called EKT+ that improves the original EKT protocol.  

Below, we choose to use homomorphic trapdoor one-way permutations (e.g., Rabin functions or RSA functions) to implement 

BD-HOFCs and TD-HOFTs, thus another accompanying merit with our protocols is that the key sequence (or binary key tree) 

can be extended (or expanded) in the reverse direction. Of course, the group controller must store the private trap-door 

information securely. 
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A. A 1-Resilient Time-Based MKD Protocol: Protocol I 

As discussed in Section III-A, Briscoe’s BHC-based 

MKD protocol is not secure against single-user attacks (i.e., 

1-resilient) when member’s rejoining is allowed. In the 

following, we utilize BD-HOFCs to design a 1-resilient 

time-based MKD protocol. The ideal is that whenever 

detecting that a former evictee ui is rejoining the group, the 

group controller updates both the forward HOFC and the 

backward HOFC by multiplying them by a corresponding 

incremental HOFC before supplying ui with its intermediate seeds. Hence, the group controller must record a long history list of 

all evictees during the group’s lifetime.  

As illustrated in Figure 4, suppose that the last time ui joins the group is at slot t1, and it leaves after slot t2. The group 

controller supplies ui with two intermediate seeds v1,0 and v5,1 so that ui is able to derive group keys k1 and k2 as illustrated in 

Figure 1. Then at a later slot t5, ui rejoins the group and plans to leaves at slot t6. For simplicity, suppose that there is no other 

member who rejoins the group between slot t2 and slot t5 except ui. The group controller detects that ui is a rejoining member. It 

derives two incremental HOFCs R0 and R1 respectively from two randomly generated root incremental seeds r0,0 and r0,1. Then as 

illustrated in Figure 4, it performs a chain product of V0 and R0, and a chain product of V1 and R1 respectively to obtain two 

updated chains V0’ and V1’. According to Theorem 1, both V0’ and V1’ are HOFCs. After these update operations, the group 

controller supplies ui with intermediate seeds v5,0’ and v1,1’. With these seeds, ui is able to derive group keys k5’ and k6’. For the 

remaining members, the group controller simply broadcasts both root incremental seeds r0,0 and r0,1 encrypted with the current 

group key k4 (note that ui rejoins at t5), i.e., the rekey message is {r0,0, r0,1}k4. Every member except ui can decrypt the root 

incremental seeds r0,0 and r0,1, derive relevant intermediate incremental seeds from them, and then update its intermediate seeds 

by multiplying them by the corresponding incremental seeds. 

Remark 6: To save the group controller from storing a long history eviction list, one way around is to let the group controller 

update BD-HOFC whenever a member (no matter whether it is a fresh new one or a former evictee) joins the group. 

B. A 1-Resilient User-Based MKD Protocol: Protocol II 

As discussed in Section III-B, LORE possesses many similar drawbacks as BE protocols due to employing a static BHC. In 

the following, we utilize a dynamic BD-HOFC to design a scalable user-based MKD protocol that overcomes these drawbacks. 

The main idea is that whenever a change (join or leave) in group membership happens, the group controller updates BHC as in 

Protocol I. Thus, every free rank can be reassigned to other users without compromising the group forward and backward 

Fig. 4 A Time-Based MKD 
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secrecy.  

(1) Algorithms for deleting, adding and assigning ranks in a dynamic BD-HOFC 

  As illustrated in Figure 5, assignment of control keys to ranks in BD-HOFC is just like 

assignment of control keys to users in LORE (refer to Section III-A for details). For rank k, 

its corresponding control keys are fk and bk. In a dynamic BD-HOFC, ranks can be deleted, 

added, and reassigned. In order to not affect existing users, deleting and adding ranks ought 

to take place at the tail of BD-HOFCs. Suppose the current length of a BD-HOFC defined over a homomorphic trapdoor 

one-way permutation h is N. When the member associated with the highest rank N leaves, the group controller deletes all free 

ranks backward from N until an occupied rank is met. When a new member ui joins the group, the group controller assigns ui the 

lowest free rank. If there is no free rank available, the group controller adds a new rank, namely N+1 at the tail of the BD-HOFC, 

computes its corresponding control keys as bN+1=h-1(bN) (with trapdoor information, it can compute the inverse function of h) and 

fN+1=h(fN), and then assign ui rank N+1. All above operations on ranks induced by group dynamics lead to a compact linear 

structure that helps minimize the computational overhead for both the group controller and members. 

(2) Group rekeying based on dynamic BD-HOFCs 

  When a new member ui joins the group, the group controller assigns it a free rank, namely k, using above algorithm. Suppose 

the current length of the BD-HOFC is N. Then it generates a new group key GK’ and two random incremental root keys r0,0 and 

rN,1. Then it updates the forward chain F and backward chain B in the same way as the update operation illustrated in Figure 4 to 

obtain two updated chains F’ and B’. After those update operations, the group controller sends ui the new group key GK’ and 

control keys fk’ and bk’ over a secure unicast channel. For members except ui, the group controller simply broadcasts GK’, r0,0, 

rN,1 encrypted by the current group key GK, i.e., the rekey message is {GK’, r0,0, rN,1}GK. Every members except ui can decrypt 

this message and update their personal control keys using r0,0 and rN,1. When a member ui leaves the group, the group controller 

first performs the corresponding algorithm given in above section. Suppose the current length of the BD-HOFC is N. It generates 

a new group key GK’ and two random incremental root keys r0,0 and rN,1. Then it performs the chain update operations as it does 

in join rekeying. Suppose ui’s associated rank is k. The group controller simply broadcasts the following rekey message: 

{ } { }
1 1

0,0 ,1 0,0 ,1, ,  (  ), , ,  (  1)
k k

N Nf b
GK r r if k N GK r r if k

- +

¢ ¢< >  

Every member except ui can extract GK’, r0,0 and rN,1 from this message and update their control keys using r0,0 and rN,1. Note 

that this leave rekey message is different from that of LORE (refer to Section III-A for a comparison). The latter uses double 

encryption. Referring to Figure 5, any former evictees cannot decrypt the above message because all the control keys held by 

them are changed after they leave. 

Protocol II can be easily extended to support batch group rekeying. Referring to Figure 5, if we want to revoke u2 and u4 at the 

Fig. 5 Leave Rekeying Based on 
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same time, the group controller needs to broadcast a rekey message { } { } { }
1 3 3 5

0,0 ,1 0,0 ,1 0,0 ,1, , , , , , , ,N N Nf f b b
GK r r GK r r GK r r

Å
¢ ¢ ¢ . 

Generally, current chain of ranks will be divided into disjoint intervals that contain only occupied ranks by the free ranks left 

behind by concurrently-leaving members. We denote these rank intervals by I1, I2,…, Ir. The group controller needs to create a 

cipher text  
11

0,0 ,1, ,
j

n j jm
NI b f

C GK r r
  

 for each rank interval Ij = (j1,…, jm), then sends the following rekey message by 

multicast: 
1 21 2, , , , , , ,

rr I I II I I C C C  (where each interval Ij is uniquely identified by a pair of number j1 and jm). 

C. The EKT+ protocol 

  Given two Blum numbers with the same bit lengths mL and mR, and mLR = mLmR, the two homomorphic one-way functions 

fL(x) and fR(x) employed by the EKT protocol are defined as fL(x) = (x2 mod mLR) mod mL and fR(x) = (x2 mod mLR) mod mR. The 

group controller chooses a root seed 1 LRmEK Z and derives the whole key tree in a top-down manner using fL(x) and fR(x) as 

discussed in Section III-B. Kim et al. [37] introduced a concept called exclusive key. Referring to Figure 6, an exclusive key xi 

associated with a node ni is the key shared among all users except those users associated with the leaf nodes of a sub-tree rooted 

at ni. For convenience, we call a TD-HOFT derived in above manner an exclusive key tree (EKT). It is readily seen that EKT's 

leaf nodes satisfy the two conditions for a TD-HOFT to be used as an access control structure: collision-freeness and 

independence. The following theorem proves the existence of tree blinding operations for EKTs. 

Theorem 3: For an arbitrary EKT X, a tree product of X and itself (i.e., self-tree product) is a tree blinding operation. 

Proof: For an arbitrary EKT X, let Y = XX. According to Theorem 2, Y is also an EKT. According to Definition 4, Y is computed 

as y1 = x1
2 mod mLR, yi = xi

2 mod mL for even number i, and yi = xi
2 mod mR for odd number i and i>1. Because all three functions 

— y = x2 mod mLR, y=x2 mod mL and y=x2 mod mR are one-way functions, it is computational infeasible to compute any node of 

X from any set of nodes of Y. Therefore, according to Definition 5, self-tree product is a tree blinding operation.   

  We improve the EKT protocol from the following two aspects: (1) introducing simple operations for adding/deleting nodes 

to/from a EKT; (2) utilizing a tree blinding operation to design a join rekeying algorithm in which the group controller needs to 

broadcast no rekey message except a simple rekey notification message. We call the improved protocol EKT+. 

First recall that every user ui gets all the exclusive keys associated with siblings 

of those nodes on its path to the root. Denote by EKi the exclusive key associated 

with node ni. For example, u3 got two exclusive keys EK2 and EK7. As illustrated 

in Figure 6, when a new member u5 joins the group, the group controller first finds 

a shallowest leaf node, for example n7. It adds two new nodes n14 and n15 

respectively as the left child and right child of n7, and derives their associated exclusive keys EK14 and EK15, respectively by 

 Fig. 6 EKT before and after a join (leave) 
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computing EK14=fL(EK7) and EK15=fR(EK7). Now u4 and u5 are respectively associated with n14 and n15. The group controller 

derives the new group key GK’ from the current group key GK by computing GK’=h(GK) (h is a public hash function). After it 

performs a tree blinding operation on the expanded key tree, the group controller sends the new member u5 GK’ and its exclusive 

keys EK14’, EK6’, and EK2’ over a secure unicast channel. For remaining members, the group controller broadcasts a rekey 

notification message over an authenticated channel. After receiving this notification, all members updates the group key by 

computing GK’=h(GK) and their own exclusive keys by computing EKi’= EKi
2 mod mL (if i is even) or EKi’= EKi

2 mod mR (if i 

is odd). In addition, the group controller needs to send u4 its additional exclusive key EK15’ over a secure unicast channel. 

As illustrated in Figure 6, when a member u5 leaves the group, the group controller deletes its associated node n15 and the 

sibling node n14 of n15, and associates u4 with the parent (n7) of its originally associated node n14. The group controller generates 

a random new group key GK’ and a random incremental root seed R1. From R1, it derives the whole incremental EKT T in a 

top-down manner using fL(x) and fR(x). The group controller updates the original EKT denoted by X by performing a tree product 

of X and T. According to Theorem 2, the updated EKT X’=XT is also an EKT. It then broadcast a rekey message {GK’, R1}EK15. 

Every member except u15 can extract GK’ and R1 from this message, and update its own exclusive keys by multiplying them by 

their corresponding incremental seeds (derived from R1), for example, EKi’= EKiRi mod mL (if i is even). 

A coalition of an arbitrary pair of users can compromise the security of the EKT+ protocol. Therefore, it is only 1-resilient. 

Referring to Figure 6, member u2 and member u4 can collude to break the security as follows. According to the EKT+ protocol, 

u4 knows {EK6, EK2} and u2 knows {EK4, EK3}. Member u2 can exchange EK3 for EK2 with member u4. Now u2 can compute 

EK5 from EK2, and u4 can compute EK7 from EK3. According to the leave rekeying algorithm of the EKT+ protocol, neither of 

the colluding members can be revoked. The EKT protocol also suffers from the same kind of collusion attack since the EKT 

protocol and the EKT+ protocol have the same leave rekeying algorithm. 

Both the EKT protocol and the EKT+ protocol can be easily extended to support batch group rekeying. For example, referring 

to Figure 6, if we want to revoke multiple users u2, u4 and u5, based on the above leave rekeying algorithm, the group controller 

needs to broadcast a rekey message {GK’, R1}EK5EK14EK15 (or {GK’, R1}EK5EK7). That is to say, we use a key computed by 

XORing all the exclusive keys respectively associated with each evictee to encrypt the rekey message. 

Remark 7: Recent research by Micciancio and Panjwani [26] showed that O(logn) is the lower bound on the communication 

complexity for collusion-resistant generic MKD protocols. According to this lower bound, the LORE protocol, the EKT protocol, 

Protocol II, and the EKT+ protocol which have O(1) communication complexity should be vulnerable to collusion attacks. This 

is exactly consistent with the fact that all four protocols are just 1-resilient. 
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VI. SECURITY PROOFS 

Panjwani [27] developed a symbolic security model for analysing generic user-based MKD protocols and symmetric BE 

protocols. In this model, all keys and messages generated by a user-based MKD protocol are treated as abstract data types and 

cryptographic primitives as abstract functions over such data types. Security can be specified by recoverability, i.e., some group 

key is safe if it cannot be recovered by an adversary from its personal key and all rekey messages. Panjwani proves security of 

the LKH protocol [19],[18],[20] and subset cover protocols [8] using a straightforward inductive argument in this model. Below, 

we prove security of Protocol II and the EKT+ protocol given in Section V under this model. We extend Panjwani’s model to 

support time-based MKD protocols and prove security of Protocol I under the extended model. 

Consider a multicast group with lifetime of t time slots, labelled by 1, 2,…, t. For convenience, we call a time-based MKD 

protocol for such a multicast group t-time-slot MKD protocol. For an t-time-slot MKD protocol , we introduce the following 

notations. The group key corresponding to time slot i is denoted by K(i). If there exists a user who rejoins the group during the 

i-th time slot, then the rekey message generated by protocol  is denoted by iM  .
 
Let

t
M   denote the set of all the rekey 

messages generated by protocol  up to the t-th time slot. 

Consider a multicast group of n users, labelled by 1, 2,…, n. For convenience, we call a user-based MKD protocol for such a 

group n-user MKD protocol. For an n-user MKD protocols , we introduce the following notations given by [27]. At any time t, 

the privileged set of users who are authorized to receive information sent over a multicast channel is denoted by S(t)
  {1,2,…, 

n }. The rekey message generated by protocol  for S(t) is denoted by ( )tS
M  . The group key used to encrypt all the information 

sent to S(t) is denoted by K(t). Let [n] denote the set {1,…,n} and let 2[n] denote the power set of [n]. An arbitrary group dynamics 

up to time t can be uniquely represented by a sequence of privileged user sets ( ) (0) (1) ( ) [ ]( , , , ) (2 )t t n tS S S S 


 . A sequence 

( ) [ ](2 )t n tS 


is called simple, if for all t1, S(t-1) changes into S(t) through a single change in membership. Let ( )t
S

M
 denote the set 

of all the rekey messages generated by protocol  up to time t. That is, ( ) ( ')
1 '

t S tS
t t

M M 

 

  .  

For both time-based MKD protocols and user-based MKD protocols, we give the following notations. Each user i obtains a 

personal key set PKSi from the key server when it joins the group. For any information set M, we use Rec(M) to denote the set of 

all information that are recoverable from M by using all sorts of cryptographic transformations employed by the MKD protocol 

(irrespective of the number of steps required to do so). 

Definition 6: An l-time-slot MKD protocol  is called secure against single-user attacks (i.e., 1-resilient), if for any user i 

whose authorized time slots are from k to h,  ,t k h  , ( ) Re ( )t
i l

K c PKS M   . 
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Definition 7: An n-user immediate rekeying MKD protocol  is called 1-resilient, if for all t0, and for all simple sequence

, iS(t), ( )
( ) Re ( )t
t

i S
K c PKS M  . 

It is easy to derive that 1-resilience implies both group forward secrecy (against single-user attacks) and group backward 

secrecy (against single-user attacks). 

Definition 8: An l-time-slot MKD protocol  is called correct, if for any user i whose authorized time slots are from α to β, i 

always knows the corresponding group keys from K(α) to K(β). 

Definition 9: An n-user EKT-based MKD protocol  is called correct, if for all t≥0, and for all simple sequence , 

iS(t), i always knows K(t) and the exclusive keys associated with the siblings of those nodes on its path to the root in Tr(t), and 

no other exclusive keys in Tr(t). 

The correctness of Protocol I is obvious. We only prove its security in below. 

Theorem 4: Protocol I is correct and 1-resilient. 

Proof: Without loss of generality, we only need to consider two cases: (1) a user joins the group once in total; (2) a user joins the 

group twice in total. 

Case 1: Consider an arbitrary user i whose authorized time slots are from k to h. According to Protocol I, PKSi ={vk,0, vl-h,1} as 

illustrated by Figure 4. Consider an arbitrary Mt
I with t<k. According to Protocol 1, Mt

I is encrypted under a group key K(t). The 

whole BD-HOFC (including all intermediate seeds) is updated after the t-th time slots. Therefore, Mt
I is indecipherable for user i 

because K(t) and {vk,0 ,vl-h,1} are not associated with the same BD-HOFC, and thus K(t) is not recoverable from {vk,0 ,vl-h,1}. Now 

we consider an arbitrary Mt
I with t>h. Suppose that Mt

I is the first rekey message after the h-th time slot. Although the encryption 

key K(t) for Mt
I and {vk,0 ,vl-h,1} are associated with the same BD-HOFC, K(t) is unknown to user i since it is out of the group key 

range between K(k) and K(h) entitled to user i. Therefore, Mt
I is indecipherable for user i. For an arbitrary Mt

I that is not the first 

rekey message after the h-th time slot, Mt
I is indecipherable for user i for the same reason as above case (t<k). For an arbitrary Mt

I 

with t[k,h], user i can decrypt it to obtain the corresponding incremental seeds. To sum up, all the incremental seeds that are 

recoverable from
l

M  are those corresponding to time slots between k to h. And from these incremental seeds, user i can at most 

compute every group key K(t) with t[k,h] according to Protocol I. That is,  ,t k h  , ( ) Re ( )t
i l

K c PKS M   . 

Case 2: Consider an arbitrary user i whose first authorized sequence of time slots are from α to β and second authorized sequence 

of time slots are from γ to δ. Therefore, PKSi ={vα,0, vl-β,1, vγ,0’, vl-δ,1’}. Note that {vα,0, vl-β,1} and { vγ,0’, vl-δ,1’} are associated with 

different BD-HOFCs. Applying the same argument as Case 1 to time interval [0, γ-1], we have  ,t    , 

( )
1

Re ( )t
iK c PKS M


  . Applying the same argument as Case 1 to time interval [γ, l], we have  ,t    , 

( ) [ ](2 )t n tS 


( ) [ ](2 )t n tS 
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( ) Re ( )t
i l

K c PKS M   . In conclusion, we have    , ,t       , ( ) Re ( )t
i l

K c PKS M   .      

For TD-HOFT based MKD protocol (including the EKT protocol and the EKT+ protocol), we introduce the following 

notations. The TD-HOFT corresponding to S(t) is denote by Tr(t). Referring to Figure 6, for any node ni on a TD-HOFT, the 

exclusive key associated with it is denoted by EKi. For an TD-HOFT Tr(t), we shall interchangeably refer to it and the set of all its 

exclusive keys for simplicity. 

Theorem 5: The EKT+ protocol is correct and 1-resilient. 

Proof: In fact, we can prove an even stronger claim that for all t0, and for all simple sequence , iS(t), 

( )
( ) ( ) Re ( )t
t t EKT

i S
K Tr c PKS M    . We prove it using induction over t. For t=0, since (0)S   , the claim is trivially true. Now 

we argue that if the claim is true for some t-1≥0, then it is true for t as well. For any simple sequence

( ) (0) (1) ( 1) ( )( , , , , )t t tS S S S S


 , we only need to consider the following cases:  

Case 1 (iS(t-1)∧iS(t), and S(t-1) changes into S(t) due to other member’s departure): According to the leave rekeying algorithm of 

the EKT+ protocol, i can recover all incremental seeds (from the root incremental seed R1
(t)) and group key K(t) from rekey 

message ( )t
EKT
S

M  . From inductive hypothesis, i only holds K(t) and those exclusive keys in Tr(t-1) as required by Definition 9. 

From all incremental seeds and these exclusive keys in Tr(t-1), it can recover and only recover those exclusive keys in Tr(t) as 

required by Definition 9 (by multiplying exclusive key EKi
(t-1) in Tr(t-1) by their corresponding incremental seeds Ri

(t)). 

Case 2 (iS(t-1)∧iS(t), and S(t-1) changes into S(t) due to other member’s join): According to the join rekeying algorithm of the 

EKT+ protocol, i can recover no key material from the rekey notification message ( )t
EKT
S

M  . From inductive hypothesis, i only 

holds K(t-1) and those exclusive keys in Tr(t-1) as required by Definition 9. It can compute K(t) by K(t)=h(K(t-1)), and those exclusive 

keys as required by Definition 9 by EKi
(t)= (EKi

(t-1))2 mod mL (if i is even) or EKi
(t)= (EKi

(t-1))2 mod mR (if i is odd). 

Case 3 (iS(t-1)∧iS(t)): That is to say, i joins the group at time t. According to the join rekeying algorithm of the EKT+ protocol, 

every newly joining member i can recover just the same key materials as required by Definition 9 from the rekey message 

( )t
EKT
S

M  (note that ( )t
EKT
S

M 

 
includes both unicast message and broadcast message sent by the group controller). 

Case 4 (iS(t-1)∧iS(t)): That is to say, i is evicted at time t. From the inductive hypothesis, all secrets that i knows are K(t-1) and 

those exclusive keys as required by Definition 9. According to the leave rekeying algorithm of the EKT+ protocol, i can recover 

neither K(t) nor the root incremental seed R1
(t) from ( )t

EKT
S

M  . Without R1
(t), i can never compute any exclusive key EKi

(t) in Tr(t). 

( ) [ ](2 )t n tS 
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Case 5 (iS(t-1)∧iS(t)): That is to say, i is evicted before time t-1. From the inductive hypothesis, i can never recover (compute) 

K(t-1) and any exclusive key EKi
(t-1) in Tr(t-1). However, ( )t

EKT
S

M  is encrypted by some exclusive key EKi
(t-1) in Tr(t-1), therefore i 

can recover neither K(t) nor the root incremental seed R1
(t) from ( )t

EKT
S

M  . Thus i can never compute any exclusive key in Tr(t).  

Theorem 6: Protocol II is correct and 1-resilient. 

Theorem 6 can be proved using a similar argument as above. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Efficient BE protocols and MKD protocols usually rely on some sort of access control structures to assign personal keys to group 

members. MKD protocols demand dynamic access control structures that should be updated upon every single change in group 

membership. Therefore, finding efficient algorithms for updating these dynamic access control structures is crucial for the design 

of MKD protocols. For OWF-based access control structures that have functional dependency among their nodes, we showed 

that updating their homomorphic instantiations is much easier than updating their “non-homomorphic” counterpart. So far, we 

have introduced three types of HOWF-based access control structures: HOFT [25], BD-HOFC and TD-HOFT, all of which have 

meaningful applications in the design of MKD protocols. It would be interesting to find other meaningful applications of HOFT 

and its variants. 
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